New at the CHRS Archives 2022

The Steve Lampen Radio Industry Archive

By Bart Lee, K6VK, CHRS Archivist
The Heroic Radio Engineer
How The Radio Engineer Feels While Working

Soviet-style Socialist Realism from Radio World, 2005
The Radio Engineers’ Results

This and the two preceding graphics from Radio World
The Steve Lampen Archive

• Steve Lampen, now a CHRS member, worked for Belden for many years, and made many presentations including at amateur radio clubs.

• He went to many a trade show as part of his job, and while furthering the interests of his employer,

• He collected and saved many boxes of radio industry show literature, and has donated them to the CHRS Archives. Thank you, Steve!!
The Lampen Radio Industry Archive
SBE
Years of Show Guides Directories
Consumer Electronics Show CES Vegas
Issues of the *Radio World* source book
Source Books and Show Guides
The Electronic Source Book ESB
National Association of Broadcasters
Exhibit Guides NAB
The Ongoing Archival Work...

- The CHRS Archives continues to organize the Lampen donation, to be sorted, indexed and posted.
- This presentation is the beginning, with much left to be assessed.
- Thank you, Steve Lampen!!

(de K6VK, 05 VI ’22) ##